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riding high on its head as the rest of its body remained hidden underwater, un-  

til it reached a close distance and could break into an otterlike stroke. By seiz-  

ing the animal in its long snout, Ambulocetus kept the desperate bites and claws  

of its prey at a safe distance. Crocodiles, like whales, can bind huge amounts of  

oxygen in their blood and muscles, but instead of using it to dive in the open  

ocean they use it to hold their breath while they drown prey in deep water. An-  

cestors of Ambulocetus may have evolved their capacity for oxygen for the same  

reasons. And once its prey was dead, Ambulocetus could use the powerful jaw  

and neck muscles evolved by its mesonychid ancestors to grab hunks of the  

creature's flesh and wrench it free.  

It's tempting to build this story like a totem pole, with trotting Pakicetus at  

the base, Ambulocetus laying its humming jaw on top of it, and Rodhocetus, the  

earliest whale to swim like a whale, sitting above the two. It seems like such a  

smooth progression toward today's cetaceans that it must be right. But such a  

version would only be a vertical slice of the story. Life doesn't proceed from one  

point to another-like the cladograms that represent it, it forks and radiates.  

Thewissen and other paleontologists have found many other whale bones in  

Eocene rocks of Pakistan and India. Mostly they are teeth-the rock surrenders  

a few skulls as well-but even teeth clearly show that their owners were not  

clones of Pakicetus or the other better-known whales. Ambulocetus kept to  

brackish deltas and coastal water, but Thewissen has found whale teeth from  

about the same age in what at the time was the open ocean. Gingerich has  

found at least three contemporaries of Rodhocetus a few million years younger  

than Ambulocetus: Takracetus, with a wide, flat head; Gaviocetus, with a slender  

skull and loose hips; and Dalanistes, a whale with a head as long and narrow as  

a heron's set on a long neck, with hips cemented firmly enough to its spine to  

walk on land.  

If this is a confusing picture, it should be. AB time passed, certain whale  

species emerged that were more and more adapted to life in the water, but other  

species simultaneously branched away in many directions. Walking and swim-  

ming whales lived side by side, or in some cases traded homes as the buckling  

birth of the Himalayas shuffled their habitats. Some were only a minor varia-  

tion on a theme that would carry through to modern whales, but others-  

heron-headed Dalanistes, for example-belonged to strange branches unlike  

anything alive today.  

It's possible to track the shifting habitat of whales by looking at the rocks that  

hold their fossils-the grooved siltstone of flood plains of the most primitive  

 


